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Abstract 
Source route options are frequently used in DSR (Dynamic Source Routing Protocol), especially in data transmission. 
It takes all the IP addresses along the path. The space for it increases dramatically, when DSR is implemented in IPv6 
network. And that would reduce the efficiency of data transfer. In this paper, we modify the IPv6 header to 
implement the DSR flow state expansion in IPv6 network; we also modify the flow state mechanism to realize route 
load balance in flow. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
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1. Introduction 
IPv6 can solve many problems in IPv4，but it also brings some new[1]. IPv6 uses the 128 bit IP 
addresses instead of 32 bit. That makes big impact to DSR (Dynamic Source Routing Protocol) which was 
designed for IPv4. DSR uses source route options to forward the data along the route chosen by the source 
node.  Source route option contains the addresses of all the nodes along the path. The change of IP address 
will enlarge the payload of the data packet and reduce the efficient of data transmission. Fig 1(a) shows 
the length of source route option with 8 IP addresses and the length of the flow state header in IPv4 and 
IPv6 network. 
In this paper, we implement flow state extensional option of DSR in IPv6 network and modify it to 
achieve route balance in data flow. To implement flow state in IPv6，we modify the flow ID field in 
IPv6 header, making it compatible with the DSR protocol without great quantity of modification in DSR. 
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Modify the flow state option which is unused after the changes above, add route number, use the tuple 
(source IP, destination IP, flow ID，route number) to forward packets and realize route balance in flow. 
     
Figure 1(a) length of source route option and flow state header; (b) Route Request option 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows：section 2 makes a simple introduction of DSR protocol 
and flow state extension in IPv4; Section 3 describes the problems and the proposal to solve them; 
analysis and conclusions are given in Section 4 
2. DSR and flow state extension 
2.1. DSR Introduction 
• Basic Route Discovery 
When a node attempts to send data packets to another by DSR [2] ，it will check route cache first. 
If an effective route is found, the node will send the data according to it. Otherwise, the node will 
initialize a route discovery. 
 In the route discovery, source node broadcast a RREQ (route request). Every node receives the RREQ 
but the destination should append its own address to the address list if it isn’t in the list. Then the node 
should rebroadcast it, record it and drop it. The RREQ option is shown in figure 1(b). 
The destination node should send a route reply giving a copy of the accumulated route record from the 
RREQ to the initiator of the Route Discovery, when it receives the RREQ; when the initiator receives this 
Route Reply, it caches this route in its route cache for use in sending subsequent packets to this 
destination. The route reply option is shown in figure 2(a). 
Figure 2(a) Route Reply option ; (b) Route Error option 
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• Basic route maintenance 
Route maintenance operates entirely "on demand". DSR requires no periodic packets of any kind at 
any layer within the network. When a packet cannot reach the next hop, the node will try to find another 
route from its route cache to send the packet and send the source node a RERR (route error). The RERR 
option is shown in figure 2(b). 
The source node will delete the route when receives the RERR. If there still have packets to send and 
no route found in the route cache, it will initialize a route discovery. All the nodes that receiving or 
overhearing the RERR should delete the route contain that hop. 
Most of the packets in DSR network must carry the SROU (Source route) option, which is for the node 
to determine how to forward the packets. The SROU option is shown in figure 3(a). 
Segs Left is the number of nodes that the packet has to pass until reach the destination; Address list has 
all the node addresses in the path. Node should checks the source route option if it is the next hop, and 
then determines how to deal with it. 
2.2.  Flow State Extension 
Flow state is optional to the DSR protocol, which allows the routing of most packets without source 
route option. The flow state extension further reduces the overhead of the protocol yet still preserves the 
fundamental properties of DSR’s operation. Once a sending node has discovered a source route, the flow 
state mechanism allows the sending node to establish hop-by-hop forwarding state. The forwarding state 
is based on this source route, and will enable each node along the route to forward the packet to the next 
hop according to the node’s own local knowledge about the flow. Flow state is dynamically initialized by 
the first packet using a source route option and is then able to route subsequent packets along the same 
flow without source route option in the packet.  The state established at each hop along a flow is "soft 
state" and automatically expires when no longer needed and can be quickly recreated as necessary. 
The optional flow state extension requires a new header type—DSR flow state header, which is shown 
in figure 3(b). 
Figure 3(a) source route option; (b) flow state header 
Figure 4(a) record of a pair (source IP, destination IP);(b) record of a triple (source IP, destination IP，flow ID) 
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Next Header identifies the type of header immediately following the DSR Flow State header. Flow 
State Header (F) is the flag bit, and must be set to 1. This flag bit is set in a DSR Flow State header and 
cleared in a DSR Options header. 
Timeout Option, Destination and Flow ID Option, UNKNOWN_FLOW and 
DEFAULT_FLOW_UNKNOWN error types are defined for flow state extension. A new 
Acknowledgement Request Option Extension-- Previous Hop Address Extension is also defined. 
Every node that implemented flow state extension should also have three Additional Conceptual Data 
Structures: flow table, automatic route shortening table and default flow ID table. 
3. Implementation and Improvement of Flow State in IPv6 
3.1. Problems
IPv6 header [3] has different format from IPv4 header, and with IP addresses of different length [4,5]. 
To implemented DSR with flow state in IPv6 network, modification of the original options and data 
structures is necessary. 
Transmitting data with flow state, data in a flow will all be forwarded along the same route. To realize 
the route balance in a flow, we modify the flow state header which will be unused in IPv6 network. 
3.2. Solutions 
To implement flow state in IPv6 network, we should modify address size in the DSR options, DSR 
data structures and change the meaning of data length value. 
Flow ID is 20 bits in IPv6 header, but 16 bits in flow state header. To minimize changes, we cut up the 
flow ID field in IPv6 header into 3 parts: the first part is the 3 bit of the top, be reserved; the forth bit is 
the second part which is the flag bit, has the same mean of F in flow state; the third part is the 16 bits left, 
which is the flow ID.  
IPv6 header has next header and Hop count filed which are also in flow state header. So IPv6 header 
can carry all information after the change, and we do not need the flow state header now. 
Destination and Flow ID Option is used to transmit packet by different flows. IPv4 header has no flow 
ID, so there is no need for intermediate nodes to do any change in the IPv4 header. But nodes need to 
change the flow ID in the IPv6 header. 
Using flow state, all the data in a flow must be forwarded along one route [4, 5], to realize load 
balance in a flow, we also do the following alteration: 
The main idea is to amend the original flow state header, using route number to identify the routes that 
a flow can follow. Nodes forward packets by source IP, destination IP, flow ID and route number. 
The original 16 bits flow ID will be cut into 3 parts: The top 7 bits are for reserved, clear to 0;The 8th 
bit in the top is a flag bit, set to 1 when route load balance is used, clear to 0 when not;. The last 8 bits are 
the route number; 
Hop count field is copied form IPv6 header. Set F and next header as originally defined. 
Modify the route cache and flow table in nodes additionally: 
Add route number into route cache, which is an 8 bits number. The route entry is index by (source IP, 
destination IP, route number). Figure 4(a) shows one record of a pair (source IP, destination IP). 
Add route number into flow table, using (source IP, destination IP, flow ID, route number) to index the 
entry. Figure 4(b) shows one record of a triple (source IP, destination IP, flow ID). 
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The first route entry should be the default route of the flow. When the received packet is forwarded by 
flow but do not have a route number, it should be send to the next hop according to the default route of 
the flow. When the next node is unreachable, packets should be forward using other route of the flow first, 
and return a route error. 
4.  Analysis and conclusion 
After the implement of flow state and improvement of the protocol，route discovery and route 
maintenance stay the same basically. Flow state is built after the first data packet sent which should carry 
the source route option, and the following packets in the flow need not to carry the source route option. 
Therefore basic data transmit has two stages in our protocol. First stage is the flow state establishing 
which is done by the first packet that has a packet header with the same length of the traditional packet 
forwarded with source route option. The length of the packet header is length of IPv6 header (40 byte) 
+length of DSR header (4 byte) +length of source route option (32*n byte, n is the IP address number), 
and the packet header is not compressed. The second stage is the data transmission with flow state 
established, and the packet should not carry the source route option. In fact the packet header has the 
same length with IPv6 header. So the length of the header is 40 bytes. When the source route option has 8 
IP addresses, the compressed rate of the header is 172/40,that is 4.3; When the source route option has 
just 1 IP address, the compressed rate of the header is 76/40, 1.9. Therefore, in the worst condition, the 
header still can be compressed into half. 
We can realize route load balance in flow with the modified flow state header, which is 4 byte long. 
When the source route option has just 1 IP addresses, the header still can be compressed by (76+4)/(40+4), 
which is 1.8. In the best condition, there are m routes which have no same node between each other, and 
each of the routes will share 1/m of the flow. 
Packet for the flow state establishment still carries a large header and every flow may have several 
flow establishing packets when using route load balance. So route load balance would have obvious 
advantage when a flow has a large amount of data. 
The next work is in the following areas: 1, implement the protocol into the real network and optimize 
the route load balance. 2, study about the security about the flow. 3, find out whether route balance can 
improve the performance of response when network changes. 
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